Abstract-In this paper we consider distributed estimation of a random source in a hierarchical power constrained wireless sensor network (WSN). Sensors within each cluster send their noisy measurements (after amplification) to a cluster head (CH). CHs optimally fuse the received signals and transmit to the fusion center (FC) over orthogonal fading channels. To enable estimation of these fading channels at the FC, CHs send pilots to the FC, prior to data transmission. We derive the mean square error (MSE) corresponding to the linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) estimator of the source at the FC, and establish lower bounds on the MSE, including the Bayesian Cramér-Rao bound (CRB). Our goal is to find (i) the optimal training power, (ii) the optimal power that sensors in a cluster spend to transmit their amplified measurements to their CH, and (iii) the optimal weight vector employed by each CH for its linear signal fusion, such that the MSE is minimized, subject to a network transmit power constraint Ptot. To untangle the performance gain that optimizing each set of these variables provide, we also analyze three special cases of the original problem, where in each special case, only two sets of variables are optimized across clusters. We define three factors that allow us to quantify the effectiveness of each power allocation scheme in achieving an MSE-power tradeoff that is close to that of the Bayesian CRB. Our numerical results demonstrate that power allocations among CHs for training as well as CH-FC data transmission are always beneficial for low-region of Ptot, and power allocation among clusters for sensor-CH data transmission is beneficial for lowregion to moderate-region of Ptot. We also numerically investigate how the power allocation obtained from solving the original problem depends on the sensors observation qualities, physical layer parameters and Ptot.
I. INTRODUCTION
The plethora of wireless sensor network (WSN) applications, with stringent power constraints, raises challenging technical problems for system-level engineers, one of which is distributed estimation (DES) in a power constrained WSN [1] - [5] . In this work, we address DES of a random signal θ in a WSN, where sensors make noisy measurements of θ. Due to high communication cost, however, the batterypowered sensors cannot directly communicate with the fusion center (FC). We consider a hierarchical WSN in which sensors are grouped into L clusters. Each cluster has a cluster-head (CH), which acts as a local FC that collects data from sensors within its cluster, and fuses the collected signals. CHs transmit their signals over orthogonal fading channels to a (global) FC, This research is supported by the NSF under grants CCF-1341966 and CCF-1319770. whose task is to find an estimate of θ, based on the collective received signals from CHs [6] , [7] .
There is a rich body of literature on DES in a power constrained WSN, where the researchers study and optimize overall network performance subject to power constraints. To conserve space, we only mention the most related ones to our current work in the following. The authors in [8] - [10] studied DES in a hierarchical power constrained WSN, assuming that the FC forms the linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) estimate of random θ, and the objective is to minimize the MSE of this estimator. In particular, [8] , [9] found the optimal power allocation among the clusters and the optimal collaboration matrix among the sensors within each cluster, when CHs communicate with the FC over noncoherent and coherent multiple access channel (MAC). In [10] , the authors considered a different observation model where the sensors in cluster l make noisy measurements of correlated θ l , l = 1, ..., L. Assuming CH l forms the local LMMSE estimate of θ l and the FC forms the LMMSE estimate of all θ l 's, the authors in [10] studied the optimal power allocation among sensors within each cluster and among CHs, subject to individual cluster and total network power constraints. [11] considered DES in a WSN with one FC only, where sensors transmit to the FC over orthogonal fading channels and the FC finds the LMMSE estimate of θ. The authors studied how partial channel state information (CSI) at the sensors (as opposed to perfect CSI) affects the MSE performance as well as the optimal power allocation among the sensors. [12] considered DES in a hierarchical WSN, where the CHs amplify and forward their received signals over orthogonal Nakagami fading channels to the FC. Assuming the FC finds the LMMSE estimate of θ, the authors studied how partial CSI at the CHs impacts the outage probability of the MSE as well as the optimal power allocation among the CHs, subject to an average sum transmit power constraint.
We note that the underlying assumption in [11] , [12] to characterize partial CSI at the sensors (or the CHs) is that the FC feeds back a quantized version of the perfectly known fading coefficients to the sensors (or the CHs) for transmit power adaptation. None of these works consider the cost of channel estimation at the FC. To enable channel estimation at the FC, each CH needs to transmit a training (pilot) symbol, prior to data symbol. In a hierarchical WSN, where there is a cap on the network transmit power, the cost of channel estimation cannot be overlooked. Note that training symbol transmission consumes the power that could have been used otherwise for data symbol transmission. Hence, training and data transmit power should be optimized judiciously, such that the estimation accuracy of θ at the FC is maximized. Assuming the FC employs the LMMSE estimator of θ, we address this problem, by formulating and solving a new optimization problem that allows us to analyze the effect of channel estimation on the MSE performance and transmit power allocation. The optimization problem is novel, since considering training transmit power introduces a new dimension to the network performance analysis and power allocation optimization. In this regard, the most relevant works are [13] , [14] , where the authors considered channel estimation for DES in a WSN with one FC only. Our work is different from [13] , [14] , since in the hierarchical WSN, our problem formulation considers power distribution among different clusters for sensor-CH data transmission as well as power allocation among different CHs for CH-FC data and training transmissions. Moreover, we obtain the optimal linear fusion rules at CHs as the by-product of solving the network power allocation problem.
Our contributions follow. We derive the MSE D corresponding to the LMMSE estimator of θ at the FC, and establish lower bounds on D, including the Bayesian Cramér-Rao bound (CRB). We then formulate a new constrained optimization problem that minimizes D, subject to network transmit power constraint P tot , where the optimization variables are: i) training power for CH l , ii) total power that sensors in cluster l spend to transmit their amplified measurements to CH l (which we refer to as intra-cluster power), iii) power that CH l spends to send its fused signal to the FC. We demonstrate the superior performance of our proposed power allocation scheme with respect to the following spacial case schemes: scheme (i) allots a fixed percentage of P tot for training power and distributes this power equally among CHs, however, it optimally allocates intra-cluster power among clusters, and optimally allocates power among CHs for data transmission, scheme (ii) optimally allocates power among CHs for training, equally allocates intra-cluster power among clusters, and optimally allocates power among CHs for data transmission, scheme (iii) optimally allocates power among CHs for training, optimally allocates intra-cluster power among clusters, and equally allocates power among CHs for data transmission. We analytically and numerically compare the power allocation scheme obtained from solving the original problem with the special case schemes, and show their effectiveness in providing an MSE-power tradeoff that is close to that of the Bayesian CRB. Our numerical results demonstrate that power allocations among CHs for training and CH-FC data transmission are always beneficial for low-region of P tot , and power allocation among clusters for sensor-CH data transmission is beneficial for low-region to moderate-region of P tot .
Notations: Matrices are denoted by bold uppercase letters, vectors by bold lowercase letters, and scalars by normal letters. E denotes the mathematical expectation operator, [.] T represents the matrix-vector transpose operation, and |A| is the cardinality of set A. The real and imaginary parts of a complex random variable x are represented by x r = Re{x} and x i = Im{x}. The probability distribution function (pdf) of x, denoted as f (x), is defined as the joint pdf of x r and x i , i.e., we have f (x) = f (x r , x i ) [15] .
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. System Model Description
We consider a DES problem in a hierarchical power constrained WSN (see Fig. 1 ), consisting of K spatiallydistributed sensors deployed in L disjoint clusters, L cluster heads (CHs), and a FC. Each sensor makes a noisy measurement of an unknown random variable θ, that we wish to estimate at the FC. Cluster l includes K l sensors and its associated CH, denoted as CH l , and we have
We assume θ is zero-mean with variance σ 2 θ . Let x l,k denote the measurement of sensor k in cluster l. We have:
where n l,k denotes zero-mean additive measurement noise with variance σ 2 n l,k
. In general, the measurement noises {n l,k } K l k=1 can be correlated, due to proximity of sensors in cluster l. Sensors within a cluster amplify and forward their measurements to their respective CH over orthogonal AWGN channels, such that the received signal at CH l from sensor k within cluster l is:
where α l,k ≥ 0 is an amplifying factor (to be determined) used by sensor k, and q l,k ∼ N (0, σ
) is the additive communication channel noise. We assume that q l,k 's are uncorrelated across the sensors. For a compact representation, we define the column vectors
T corresponding to cluster l and rewrite (1) and (2) as:
in which
T is an K l × 1 vector of all ones, and n l = [n l,1 , ..., n l,K l ]
T is zero-mean measurement noise vector with covariance matrix Σ n l that captures the correlation among measurement noises in cluster l,
is the amplification matrix, and
We assume n l and q l are uncorrelated E{n l q l T } = 0, ∀l, and the noise vectors across different clusters are mutually uncorrelated, i.e., E{n i n j T } = 0 and E{q i q j T } = 0, ∀i = j. Also, n l and q l are uncorrelated with θ, ∀l.
Each CH linearly fuses the signals received from the sensors within its cluster. Let y l = w l T t l , where y l is the scalar fused signal at CH l and w l is the linear weight vector employed by CH l for linear fusion (to be optimized). CHs transmit these fused signals to the FC over orthogonal Rayleigh fading channels, such that the received signal at the FC from CH l is:
where h l ∼ CN 0, 2σ
is fading channel coefficient corresponding to the link between CH l and the FC and v l ∼ CN 0, 2σ 2 v l is the additive communication channel noise. We assume v l is uncorrelated with θ, n l , q l , ∀l.
To enable estimating h l at the FC, CH l transmits a pilot symbol [16] with power ψ l to the FC, prior to sending its signal y l . Without loss of generality, we assume training symbols are all ones. Assuming h l does not change during transmission of y l and the training symbol, the received signal at the FC from CH l corresponding to the training symbol is: 
where ν l in (5) is independent of v l in (4) corresponding to {y l } L l=1 transmissions and find the LMMSE estimate of θ, denoted asθ. Finding the LMMSE estimator has a lower computational complexity, compared with the optimal MMSE estimator, and it requires only the knowledge of first and second order statistics. Let D = E{(θ −θ) 2 } denote the MSE corresponding to the LMMSE estimatorθ. Our main objective is to study power allocation among different clusters, subject to a network transmit power constraint (including power for training and data transmissions), such that D is minimized. Section II-B provides a formal description of our constrained optimization problem, including the power constraints and the set of our optimization variables.
B. Power Constraints and Problem Statement
We start with describing our power constraints. Let P l,k denote the average power that sensor k consumes to send its amplified measurement to CH l and P l = K l k=1 P l,k be the total power that sensors in cluster l spend to send their amplified measurements to CH l . From (2) we have:
To obtain α l,k we assume P l,k = P l /K l . Using (6) we find
. Let P l represent the average power that CH l spends to send its fused signal y l to the FC. We have:
where
and (a) in (7) is obtained from applying (3). Let P trn = L l=1 ψ l be the total power that CHs spend to transmit their pilot symbols to the FC for channel estimation. We assume there is a constraint on the network transmit power, such that:
Under the network transmit power constraint in (9), our goal is to find the optimal P trn ,
such that D is minimized. Substituting P l in (7) into the constraint in (9) we reach:
The constraint in (10) shows that finding the optimal
in our problem is equivalent to finding the optimal
using (7) . Therefore, our goal is to find the optimal total training power P trn , the optimal total power that sensors in cluster l spend to transmit their measurements to their CH P l , and the optimal w l employed by CH l for its linear fusion, such that D is minimized. In other words, we are interested in solving the following constrained optimization problem: min
We note that Σ q l and Ω l in the network transmit power constraint do not depend on our optimization variables.
III. CHARACTERIZING D AND ITS LOWER BOUNDS

A. Characterization of D in terms of Channel Estimates
We characterize the objective function D in (11) , in terms of our optimization variables. Before delving into the derivations of D, we introduce the following notations. Considering our signal model in Section II, we define column vectors
T , which are obtained from stacking the signals corresponding to all clusters. We have:
T is a vector of all ones, column
The noise vectors n, q, v are zero-mean with covariance matrices
, respectively. We model the fading coefficient as h l =ĥ l +h l , whereĥ l is the LMMSE channel estimate andh l is the corresponding zero-mean estimation error with the variance ζ 2 l . The expressions forĥ l and ζ 2 l in terms of training power ψ l are [17] :
For the presentation purpose, we define matricesĤ
..,h L ]) and thus we have H =Ĥ +H. Substituting this channel model into (12b), we can rewrite the received signal z as the following:
We proceed with characterizing D in terms of the channel estimates. From optimal linear estimation theory, we have:
whereθ and D depend on the channel estimates {ĥ l } L l=1 . In the following, we find E{zz H } and E{θz} in (15) by examining the statistics of channel estimation error. By the orthogonality principle of LMMSE estimation [18] ,h l is orthogonal toĥ l , that is E{h lĥl } = 0, ∀l, and therefore,
Using the fact that θ, n, q, v are mutually uncorrelated, we have E{z 1 z 3 H } = 0, E{z 2 z 3 H } = 0. Combined these with the fact that E{z} = 0, the covariance matrix C z = E{zz H } givenĤ can be expressed as:
We define Λ 1 l and Λ 2 as bellow:
It is straightforward to simplify (16) and write it as the following:
To find E{θz} we consider (14) and we realize that E{θz 3 } = 0. Therefore: (19) is obtained from the fact that E{H} = 0. Based on (18), (19) , the LMMSE estimatorθ and its corresponding MSE in (15) can be written as:
in which µ and C z depend on the channel estimates. Substituting (18) in (20) and applying the Woodbury identity 1 yields:
1 For matrices A, B, C, D the Woodbury identity states that
Examining D in (21) we notice that Π l does not depend on our optimization variables. However, Λ 1 l depends on P l and ψ l (through the channel estimate |ĥ l | 2 and the channel estimation error variance ζ 2 l ). Clearly, D depends on w l .
B. Three Lower Bounds on D
We provide three lower bounds on D, denoted as
are available at the FC (perfect CSI). This implieŝ h l = h l and ζ 2 l = 0, ∀l, in (21) , and the MSE becomes:
To obtain D 2 we consider the scenario when in addition to perfect CSI, sensors' noisy measurement vector x l is available at CH l (i.e., error-free channels between sensors and their CHs). Therefore, A l = I l , where I l denotes the identity matrix, and Σ q l = 0, ∀l. In this scenario (22) simplifies to:
To obtain D 3 we consider the scenario when x l is available at CH l and y l is available at the FC. This is equivalent to having all measurements {x l } L l=1 available at the FC (i.e., error-free channels between sensors and their CHs, and between CHs and the FC). Therefore, the MSE becomes:
Clearly, we have
C. Bayesian CRB
We obtain Bayesian Fisher information, denoted as G, which is the inverse of Bayesian CRB. Letĥ = [ĥ 1 , ...,ĥ L ] be the vector of channel estimates and f (z,ĥ, θ) denote the joint pdf of z,ĥ, θ. Bayesian Fisher information G is defined
}, where the expectation is taken over f (z,ĥ, θ). Using the Bayes' rule f (z,ĥ, θ) = f (z,ĥ|θ)f (θ), we can decompose G into two terms [20] :
in which the outer expectations are taken over the pdf of θ, denoted as f (θ). Note that E{G 1 (θ)} depends on f (θ) [21] . For instance, if θ is Gaussian with variance σ 2 θ , we obtain E{G 1 (θ)} = σ −2 θ . Sinceĥ and θ are independent, the Bayes' rule says f (z,ĥ|θ) = f (z|ĥ, θ)f (ĥ), and we can rewrite G 2 (θ) = −E{E{
ĥ }}, where the outer and inner expectations are taken over the pdfs f (ĥ) and f (z|ĥ, θ), respectively. We note that G 2 (θ) depends on the parameters of the observation model at the sensors as well as the physical layer parameters corresponding to sensors-CHs and CHs-FC links. One can show that z l 's conditioned onĥ, θ are independent, i.e.,
Using the following two facts:
. . .
we find that G 2 (θ) reduces to:
Examining (26) we realize that we need to find two terms in order to fully characterize G 2 (θ): the conditional pdf f (z l |ĥ l , θ), and its first derivative with respect to θ, ∂f (z l |ĥ l , θ)/∂θ. In the following, we derive these two terms. Using (14) we can write the received signal at the FC from CH l as:
in which u 1 l , u 2 l , v l are mutually independent conditioned on h l , θ. Letz l = u 1 l u 2 l . Hence, z l =z l + v l . Next, we find the conditional pdf ofz l , conditioned onĥ l , θ. Considering (5), we note that h l , ν l are zero-mean independent complex Gaussian, and hence from (13) we find thatĥ l is also a zero-mean complex Gaussian. Since h l =ĥ l +h l , we haveh l ∼ CN 0, ζ
To find the conditional pdf ofz l we use the result in [23] , where the authors derived the pdf of Z = XY , with
and Y ∼ CN µ y e jφy , σ 2 y being independent complex Gaussian random variables. In particular, the pdf of Z (which is equal to the joint pdf of its real and imaginary parts) is:
, and K r (x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind with order r and argument x. Therefore, we can write the conditional joint pdf f (z lr ,z li |ĥ l , θ) using (28) . Recall v l ∼ CN 0, 2σ
). Sincez l and v l are independent, the conditional joint pdf f (z lr , z li |ĥ l , θ) is computed as
, in which * is the operator for two-dimensional convolution. Substituting for f (z lr ,z li |ĥ l , θ), f (v lr , v li ) from above and defining b = |b|e j∠b , after some mathematical manipulations, we reach:
Substituting (29) and (30) in (26), we compute G 2 (θ).
IV. SOLVING THE PROBLEM IN (11) We consider the constrained optimization problem in (11) , where D is provided in (21) . We define:
Using the two definitions in (31) we can replace the problem in (11) with its equivalent, problem (P1), that has a simpler presentation. In particular, we can write
It is easy to show that the solution of (P1) holds with active constraint
We further note that due to the cap on the network transmit power, only a subset of the clusters may become active at each observation period. We refer to this active subset as A = {l : P l > 0, l = 1, . . . , L}, where |A| ≤ L. Regarding the objective function J l in (P1) we note that it depends onĥ l (through |ĥ l | 2 in the numerator and Λ 1 l in the denominator of (31)). Regarding the optimization variables in (P1) we notice that, since pilot transmission proceeds data transmission, P trn cannot depend on the channel estimates {ĥ l } L l=1 and can only depend on the statistical information of communication channels and the observation model. Examining (P1), we note however, that solving it for P trn provides an answer that depends onĥ l (which is unrealizable). On the other hand, the variables P l , w l should be chosen according to the available CSIĥ l . Based on these observations, we propose to solve two problems (P A ) and (P B ) stemming from (P1). problem (P A ) finds the optimal
that minimizes D, given P trn . Let σ ∈ (0, 1) such that P trn = (1 − σ)P tot . Given P trn (and thus σ), we define
given P trn , max
Section IV-A is devoted to solving (P A ). Problem (P B ) finds the optimal P trn that, instead of minimizing D, it minimizes a modified objective function E{D}, where an average is taken over the channel estimates. In Section IV-B we address (P B ) and find P trn as well as training power distribution {ψ l } L l=1
among the CHs such that
Given P trn We start with (P A ). By taking the second derivative of
it is straightforward to show that (P A ) is not jointly concave over the optimization variables. Alternatively, we propose an approach to find a locally optimal solution. Problem (P A ) contains the constraint L l=1 C l (P l , w l ) ≤ σP tot , which is referred to as coupling or complicating constraint in the literature [24] . By introducing additional auxiliary variables {V l } L l=1 , problem (P A ) becomes:
Note that the auxiliary variable V l represents the total amount of power allocated to cluster l (for sensors within cluster l to transmit their observations to CH l and for CH l to transmit y l to the FC). According to the primal decomposition [24] , problem (P2) can be decomposed as the following:
given P trn , V l , max
where F opt l denotes the maximum of F l (P l , w l ), which depends on V l . The solution can be reached by iteratively solving sub-problems (SP2-1) and (SP2-2). In the following, we provide the detailed solutions for (SP2-1) and (SP2-2).
1) Solving Optimization Problem (SP2-1): We start with a brief overview of this section. Let w opt l , P opt l denote the solution of (SP2-1). We will show how to compute w opt l in terms of P l using (42) and how to compute P opt l in terms of w l using (47). Having two equations (42), (47), we substitute w l from (42) into (47) to reach (48), which is a function of P opt l only. Employing a numerical line search method we obtain P opt l from (48). Having P opt l , we find w opt l using (42). The detailed explanations follow.
Examining F l (P l , w l ) and C l (P l , w l ) expressions given in (31), it is evident that scaling up equally P l , w l increases both F l (P l , w l ) and C l (P l , w l ). Therefore, (SP2-1) is equivalent to its converse formulation, where C l (P l , w l ) is minimized subject to a constraint on F l (P l , w l ):
given P trn , U l , min
be the minimum of C l (P l , w l ), which depends on U l . To solve (CSP2-1) we simplify its constraint by substituting
(32) Consider (CSP2-1) where its constraint is now replaced with the inequality in (32). To solve (CSP2-1) we use the Lagrange multiplier method. Let L(γ, η, P l , w l ) be the Lagrangian for this problem and γ and η be the lagrange multipliers for the constraint in (32) and the constraint P l ≥ 0, respectively. Equation (33) shows L(γ, η, P l , w l ). The corresponding KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions are [25] :
where R t l , defined in (7), depends on P l . Similar to the solution of (P1), one can show that the solutions of (SP2-1) and (CSP2-1) must satisfy the equality constraints C l (P l , w l ) = V l and F l (P l , w l ) = U l (or equivalently (34b)), respectively. Thus we find:
Combining (35a) and (35b) we reach:
(36) From (34a) and (36) we find the lagrange multiplier γ:
• Compute w opt l given P l : Substituting (37) into (34a) and conducting some mathematical manipulations result in:
where µ l is defined in (17) . Since R t l 0, Σ q l 0, B l 0, the matrix B 1 is positive definite and full rank and hence invertible. Multiplying both sides of (38) with B 1 −1 , we find:
Also, multiplying both sides of (38) with
(40) Inspecting (39) and (40), and aiming at finding vector w l , we realize that (39) and (40) are ordinary eigenvalue problems. Since the solutions to (SP2-1) and (CSP2-1) satisfy the equality constraints C l (P l , w l ) = V l and F l (P l , w l ) = U l , respectively, from (39) and (40) we find:
Let s
and the maximum value of the objective function F opt l in terms of P l are:
Proof. See Appendix A.
For our system model
Hence, we can rewrite w opt l in (42) as:
Since R −1 t l R θt l is the linear operator corresponding to the LMMSE estimator, (43) implies that the optimal linear fusion rule at CH l is the LMMSE estimation of θ based on t l , followed by the amplification factor χ l .
• Compute P opt l given w l : Note that (34d) results in η = 0 for active clusters with P l > 0. Letting η = 0 in (34c) and solving for γ we find:
Equating (44) with (37) and solving for U l we get:
On the other hand, solving (35b) for U l results in:
Combining (45) and (46), we obtain P opt l in terms of w l as the following: 
Note that τ l ,R t l in (48) depend on P opt l , and thus, a closedform solution for P opt l remains elusive. One can employ a line search method (e.g., the Golden section method [26] ) to solve (48) in the interval (0,V l ).Having P opt l we find w opt l using (42).
2) Solving Optimization Problem (SP2-2): By substituting F opt l from (42) in the objective function, problem (SP2-2) becomes:
The optimization problem in (49) is concave and its solution can be found via solving the KKT conditions. In particular, we find (see Appendix B for derivations):
Note that the first term of the right side of the equality in (50a) is P l introduced in Section II-B. Given λ, |ĥ l |, σ v l in (50a) and the easy-to-prove fact that τ l +P l ∂τ l ∂P l > 0, it is straightforward to show that ∂P l ∂P l > 0 for active clusters, i.e., increasing P l increases P l . Having the solutions to problems (SP2-1) and (SP2-2), Algorithm 1 summarizes our proposed solution to problem (P A ).
Description of Algorithm 1: Given the channel estimates we sort the clusters as described in Appendix B. Let {P
denote the solutions to (P A ). We iterate between solving (SP2-1) and (SP2-2), until we reach convergence. Let i indicate the iteration index, V
and (P2) holds with active constraints, and compute F (0) . At iteration i, we obtain P
into (42) to obtain w (i) l , and compute F (i+1) . As the stopping criterion, we check whether | 
update A (i) , and find {V (i+1) l } ∀l∈A (i) using (50a), (50b) and continue until the stopping criterion is met.
B. Finding Optimal
In this section, we focus on (P B ) and find P trn as well as training power distribution {ψ l } L l=1 among the CHs such that L l=1 ψ l = P trn . As we mentioned earlier, to find P trn we consider a modified objective function, i.e., instead of L l=1 J l in (P1) we consider L l=1 E{J l }, where the expectation is taken over the channel estimates |ĥ l | 2 . Since solving this problem analytically is still intractable, we use the Jensen's inequality for concave functions [25] , to establish a lower bound on E{J l (P trn , P l , w l )}:
} needed for G l (P trn , P l , w l ) we revisit the error corresponding to the LMMSE channel estimation in (13) . Note thatĥ l is a zeromean complex Gaussian. Let 2σ For the model h l =ĥ l +h l , we invoke the orthogonality principle from the linear estimation theory [17] , that states var(ĥ l ) = var(h l ) − var(h l ) = 2σ
Notice that G l depends on the optimization variable P trn through ζ 2 l in the numerator and Λ 1 l in the denominator. We reconsider (P1) in which J l is now replaced with G l . Given {P l , w l } L l=1 the optimal P trn can be found via solving the following problem:
and we find that (P B ) is equivalent to: max
It is easy to show that
∂σ 2 < 0 for any σ ∈ (0, 1), implying that R(σ) is strictly concave over the interval (0, 1). Hence, there exists a unique global maximum of R(σ) in this interval. Let σ opt denote the solution to (P B ). The condition in (51) is necessary and sufficient for σ opt to be the solution of (P B ) (cf. Theorem 2, section 7.5 in [26] ):
Since σ opt is an interior point, this condition reduces to ∂R(σ) ∂σ σ=σ opt = 0. In the absence of a closed-form solution, we resort to numerical line search methods to find σ opt . Since R(σ) is concave over the interval (0, 1), the convergence of these numerical methods to σ opt is guaranteed. Description of Algorithm 2: Let P opt trn = (1 − σ opt )P tot denote the optimal training power. We apply the Golden section method to find σ opt ∈ (0, 1) and thus P 
e . As the stopping criterion, we check whether σ b . Otherwise, we update the search interval and continue the iterations until the stopping criterion is met.
Given σ opt or equivalently P opt trn obtained from solving (P B ), we find {ψ l } L l=1 , via minimizing the MSE of the LMMSE channel estimates for all clusters:
Solving the associated KKT conditions, we obtain:
The solution in (53) is based on the assumption that all CHs participate in pilot transmission and P opt trn satisfies the
when P opt trn < Υ, the solutions in (53) imply that ψ l = 0 for some clusters. In this case, we propose to choose ψ l = a 
C. Minimizing Lower Bounds on MSE D This section discusses constrained minimization of the lower bounds D 1 , D 2 we derived in Section III-B. The lower bound
and hence its constrained minimization becomes:
This is similar to (P2), with the difference that P trn = 0, and hence in (50a) and (50b) expressions we let ζ 
This is similar to (P2), with the differences that P trn = 0 and P l = 0, ∀l. Following similar steps we took in Section IV-A to solve (P2), we find that (50a) and (50b) become:
The optimal weight vector w opt l corresponding to the solution of (P4) is computed as w
V. SPECIAL CASES OF (P1) The original problem (P1) aims at constrained minimization of D, with respect to three sets of optimization variables: P trn total training power, P l power allocated to sensors in cluster l to send their measurements to CH l , and P l power allocated to CH l to transmit its signal to the FC. To untangle the performance gain that optimizing each set of these optimization variables provides, we consider the following three special cases of (P1). In problem (P1-SC1) assuming P trn is given and
. In problem (P1-SC2) assuming P l = P, ∀l, we optimize
. In problem (P1-SC3) assuming P l = P, ∀l,
. Note that problem (P1-SC1) is the same as problem (P A ) addressed in Section IV-A. In the following we address problems (P1-SC2) and (P1-SC3).
A. Solving (P1-SC2)
Problem (P1-SC2) becomes:
To address (P1-SC2) we consider the following two sub-problems: (a) finding
is a special case of (P A ) in which, for finding P * , we use Golden section method, and sub-problem (b) is similar to (P B ). Recall that P trn = (1 − σ)P tot and thus L l=1 (P +P l ) = σP tot . We let σ c ∈ (0, 1) such that P = (1 − σ c )σP tot . It is simple to show that sub-problems (a) and (b) are both concave and hence P * and P * trn are unique. Next, we summarize our proposed solutions for solving sub-problems (a) and (b) in Algorithms 3-a and 3-b, respectively.
Description of Algorithm 3-a: Let P * = (1 − σ * c )σP tot denote the optimal P . We apply Golden section method to find σ * c ∈ (0, 1) and thus P * that maximizes the objective function in (P1-SC2), denoted as F(σ c ). At iteration i, for each evaluating point we first compute the optimal V 
Description of Algorithm 3-b:
We address sub-problem (b) similar to problem (P B ) in Section IV-B. More specifically, we consider problem (P B ), where P l is substituted by P , and apply a modified version of Algorithm 2 to solve it. In particular, at iteration i of Algorithm 2, we use Algorithm 3-a to obtain the optimal variablesP (i) , {w
, and then compute R 
B. Solving (P1-SC3)
To incorporate the constraint P l = P in the cost function of problem (P1-SC3), from Section IV-A1 we recall that w
Therefore from P l = w l T R t l w l in (7) and P l = P, we conclude χ
To address (P1-SC3) we consider the following two subproblems: (a) finding
is a special case of (P A ) in which, for finding P * , we use Golden section method, and sub-problem (b) is similar to (P B ). We let
It is easy to show that finding P * , P * trn in sub-problems (a) and (b), respectively, are concave problems, and hence P * and P * trn are unique. In Appendix C, we prove that finding {P * l } L l=1 in sub-problem (a) is jointly concave over P l 's and therefore its solution is unique. In the absence of a closed form expression we use gradient-ascent algorithm to find the solution. Algorithms 4-a and 4-b summarize how we solve sub-problems (a) and (b), respectively.
Description of Algorithm 4-a: Let P * = (1 − σ * d )σP tot denote the optimal P. We apply Golden section method to find σ * d ∈ (0, 1) and thus P * that maximizes the objective function in (P1-SC3), denoted as F(σ d ). At iteration i, for each evaluating point we compute the optimal P
using gradient-ascent algorithm, and substitute them in (P1-SC3) to compute F 
. Description of Algorithm 4-b: We address sub-problem (b) similar to problem (P B ) in Section IV-B. Specifically, we consider problem (P B ), where P l is substituted by P and apply a modified version of Algorithm 2 to solve it. In particular, at iteration i of Algorithm 2, we use Algorithm 4-a to obtain the optimal variablesP
VI. COMPLEXITY OF ALGORITHMS
We discuss the computational complexity of Golden section method as well as Algorithms 1, 2, 3-a, 3-b, 4-a, 4-b , which allow us to compare the complexity of solving (P1) versus those of (P1-SC1), (P1-SC2), (P1-SC3).
• Golden section method: This method includes a onedimensional search to find the optimal point. If no matrix inversion is required, its complexity order for convergence to an -accurate solution is¯ , where¯ = log(1/ ) [26] . We use this method for solving (48). In each iteration, to compute the left side of (48) we employ the matrix inversion algorithm in [27] to calculate R t l −1 with complexity order of O(K 2.37 l ). Therefore, the overall complexity order of finding P opt l
• Algorithm 1 for solving (P A ): We switch between solving (SP2-1) and (SP2-2) until the stopping criteria is met. In each iteration, we need to (i) find {P l } L l=1 using Golden section method, with the overall complexity order of
, and (ii) calculate {V l } L l=1 using (50), which needs τ l , β l that are found in (i) and hence, the complexity order of finding
is O(L). The overall complexity order of Algorithm 1 becomes O(¯ (L+¯ K )).
• Algorithm 2 for solving (P B ): In each iteration, for each evaluating point we use Algorithm 1 to obtain
. Therefore, the overall complexity order of Algorithm 2 becomes O(¯ 2 (L+¯ K )).
• Algorithm 3-a for solving sub-problem (a) of (P1-SC2): In each iteration, for each evaluating point computing τ l in (50), (42) involves the matrix inversion R t l −1 , and thus, the complexity order of finding {V l } L l=1 and then {w l } L l=1 is O(K). Therefore, the overall complexity order of Algorithm 3-a is O(¯ K ).
• Algorithm 3-b for solving sub-problem (b) of (P1-SC2): In each iteration, for each evaluating point we use Algorithm 3-a to obtain P, {w l } L l=1 . Therefore, the overall complexity order of Algorithm 3-b is O(¯ 2K ).
• Algorithm 4-a for solving sub-problem (a) of (P1-SC3): Note that the complexity order of the gradient-ascent algorithm to maximize a strongly convex function f (x) and converge to an -accurate solution is O(¯ ), if no matrix inversion is required for finding f (x) and its gradient f (x) [26] . In each iteration of Algorithm 4-a, for each evaluating point, since computing the objective function in (P1-SC3) and its derivative with respect to P l involves the matrix inversion R t l −1 , the complexity order of finding {P l } L l=1 using the gradient-ascent algorithm is O(¯ K ). Therefore, the overall complexity order of Algorithm 4-a becomes O(¯ 2K ).
• Algorithm 4-b for solving sub-problem (b) of (P1-SC3): In each iteration, for each evaluating point we use Algorithm 4-a to obtain P, {P l } L l=1 . Therefore, the overall complexity order of Algorithm 4-b is O(¯ 3K ).
To solve (P1) we need to solve (P A ), (P B ). Therefore, the complexity order of solving (P1) is e 0 = O(¯ (1+¯ )(L+ K )). To solve (P1-SC1) we need to solve (P A ). Therefore, the complexity order of solving (P1-SC1) is e 1 = O(¯ (L+¯ K )). To solve (P1-SC2) we need to solve sub-problems (a) and (b) of (P1-SC2). Therefore, the complexity order of solving (P1-SC2) is e 2 = O(¯ (1 +¯ )K). To solve (P1-SC3) we need to solve sub-problems (a) and (b) of (P1-SC3). Therefore, the complexity order of solving (P1-SC3) is e 3 = O(¯ 2 (1+¯ )K). It is clear that e 1 < e 2 < e 3 < e 0 . 
VII. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we corroborate our analytical results with numerical simulations, compare the effectiveness of different proposed power optimization schemes in acheiveing an MSE distorion-power tradeoff which is close to the Bayesian CRB, and investigate how the allocated power across clusters vary as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) changes.
A. Comparing D and its Lower Bounds
Suppose θ is zero-mean with σ 2 θ = 1 and L = 10 clusters. To enforce the heterogeneity in the network, we randomly choose σ h l , σ v l , σ n l,k , σ q l,k ∈ (0, 1), and K l ∈ {1, 2, ..., 10}, l = 1, ..., L, k = 1, ..., K l . To capture the effect of randomness in flat fading channel coefficients and communication noise, the numerical results are computed based on 10 6 Monte-Carlo trials, where in each trial, one realization of |h l |, ν l , ∀k, l are generated. In Section III-B we derived three lower bounds on D, of which we optimized D 1 , D 2 in problems (P3), (P4), respectively. Fig. 2 plots optimized D 
B. Comparing Different Power Allocation Schemes
We compare the effectiveness of power optimization schemes, obtained from solving (P1) and its special cases (P1-SC1), (P1-SC2), (P1-SC3), in decreasing the MSE of the LMMSE estimator. We also compare the optimized MSE with the Bayesian CRB G −1 derived in Section III-C. Let D t , D c , D d denote the MSE corresponding to the optimal solutions of (P1-SC1), (P1-SC2), (P1-SC3), respectively. We know
showing that all decrease as P tot increases. To quantify the efficacy of different power allocation (w.r.t three sets of optimization variables P trn , P l 's, P l 's) in closing the MSE performance gap σ 
A smaller factor g means that the particular power allocation is more effective in reducing the MSE performance gap (closing the MSE performance gap). Fig. 4 compares g t , g c , g d versus P tot . For g t we plot three curves corresponding to P trn = 5%, 25%, 60%P tot . As expected, when P tot increases, all metrics decrease and approach zero in high-region of P tot , because the schemes converge to uniform power allocation among clusters. Note at P tot = 0dB, g t = 0.15 (for P trn = 25%P tot ), g d = 0.17, g c = 0.48, meaning that power allocation among CHs for training and P l , and among clusters for obtaining P l reduce the MSE performance gap to 15%, 17%, 48%, respectively. Moreover, at P tot = 10dB, g t = 0.04 (for P trn = 25%P tot ), g d = 0.05, g c = 0.23, meaning that power allocation among CHs for training and P l , and among clusters for obtaining P l reduce the MSE performance gap to 4%, 5%, 23%, respectively. These observations imply that power allocation among CHs for training as well as P l is always beneficial for low-region of P tot , and power allocation among clusters for obtaining P l is beneficial for low-region to moderate-region of P tot .
C. Behavior of Power Allocation Across Clusters
We study the effect of heterogeneous clusters on the behavior of our proposed power allocation scheme to solve (P1) as P tot increases. Consider a network consisting L = 3 clusters with as CNR corresponding to CH l -FC link. Let ψ l (dB) = 10log 10 (ψ l ), P l (dB) = 10log 10 (P l ), P l (dB) = 10log 10 (P l ), V l (dB) = 10log 10 (V l ), where V l = P l +P l represents the allocated power to cluster l, excluding its training power ψ l . In the following we consider three scenarios: (i) when observation SNR γ Figs. 5a , 5b, 5c, 5d, respectively, depict ψ l (dB),V l (dB),P l (dB),P l (dB), ∀l, versus P tot for γ Fig. 5 we make the following observations: 1) all powers increase as P tot increases, 2) when P tot is small, only cluster 1 is active, and as P tot increases, clusters 2 and 3 become active in a sequential order, 3) in all regions of P tot , a cluster with a larger γ d l is allotted a larger ψ l (water filling), 4) in low-region to moderate-region of P tot , a cluster with a larger γ d l is allocated a larger V l (water filling), and in high-region of P tot , V l of all clusters converge (uniform power allocation), 5) in all regions of P tot , a cluster with a larger γ d l is assigned a larger P l (water filling), 6) in low-region of P tot , a cluster with a larger γ d l is allocated a larger P l (water filling), and in high-region of P tot , a cluster with a larger γ d l is allotted a smaller P l (inverse of water filling). The behavior of P l and P l in high-region of P tot can be explained by examining the behavior of V l . Note that, although CNRs γ
3 are different, the differences are compensated as P tot increases and V l of all clusters converge. This fact implies the behaviors of P l and P l in high-region of P tot are opposite, i.e., water filling and inverse of water filling power allocation for P l and P l , respectively.
Figs. 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d, respectively, depict ψ l (dB), V l (dB), P l (dB), P l (dB), ∀l, versus P tot for γ Fig. 6b is the same as that of Fig. 5b, 5 ) in low-region of P tot , a cluster with a larger γ c l is allocated a larger P l (water filling), and in high-region of P tot , a cluster with a larger γ c l is allocated a smaller P l (inverese of water filling), 6) in all regions of P tot , a cluster with a larger γ c l is allocated a larger P l (water filling). Note that, although CNRs are different, the differences are compensated as P tot increases and V l of all clusters converge. This fact implies the behaviors of P l and P l in high-region of P tot are opposite, i.e., inverse of water filling and water filling power allocation for P l and P l , respectively.
Figs. 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d, respectively, depict ψ l (dB), V l (dB), P l (dB), P l (dB), ∀l, versus P tot for γ is allocated a larger V l , a larger P l , and a larger P l (water filling). The behaviors of V l , P l , P l in high-region of P tot are different from the two previous scenarios (CNRs across clusters were different), in which V l of all clusters converge as P tot increases. Here the difference in observation SNR across clusters cannot be compensated as P tot increases. Hence, V l of clusters are different, such that a cluster with a larger (smaller) γ o l is allocated a larger (smaller) V l .
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We studied distributed estimation of a random source in a hierarchical power constrained WSN, where CHs linearly fuse the received signals from sensors within their clusters, and transmit over orthogonal fading channels to the FC. Prior to data transmission, CHs send pilot symbols to the FC to enable channel estimation at the FC. We derived the MSE D corresponding to the LMMSE estimator of the source at the FC, and established lower bounds on D, including the Bayesian CRB. We addressed constrained minimization of D under the constraint on P tot , where the optimization variables are: i) training power P trn and {ψ l } . We demonstrated the superior performance of our proposed power allocation scheme, comparing with schemes obtained from solving special case problems where subsets of these variables are optimized. Our simulations revealed that 1) P trn and P l optimization are always beneficial for low-region of P tot , and P l optimization is beneficial for low-region to moderate-region of P tot , 2) when CNR corresponding to CH l -FC link varies across clusters, ψ l , P l allocation follow water filling fashion in all regions of P tot , P l follows (inverse of) water filling fashion in (high-region) low-region of P tot , 3) when CNR corresponding to sensors-CH l links varies across clusters, P l allocation follows (inverse of) water filling fashion in (high-region) low-region of P tot , P l allocation follows water filling fashion in all regions of P tot , 4) when observation SNR varies across clusters, both P l , P l allocation follow water filling fashion in all regions of P tot , and they diverge from uniform power allocation scheme as P tot increases.
where λ, η l 's are the Lagrange multipliers. The KKT optimality conditions are:
η l δ l = 0, η l ≥ 0, δ l ≥ 0, ∀l.
The condition (60c) implies η l = 0 for active clusters with δ l > 0. From (60a) we infer:
in which [x] + = max{x, 0}. Having δ opt l , we find V opt l = δ opt l + P l given in (50a). Substituting (61) in the active constraint condition L l=1 δ l + P l = σP tot , the Lagrange multiplier λ becomes equal to the expression given in (50b), in which A is the set of active clusters. To uniquely determine A, we carry out the following procedure. Let L A = |A| where L A ≤ L. Suppose the clusters are indexed in the descending order of
. Choosing an L A value we find λ and compute δ ≤ 0, l = L A + 1, ..., L, then we have identified the set of active clusters A with their corresponding P l , l ∈ A. Otherwise, we repeat this process for another L A value. It is proved that the solution always exists and is unique [28] .
C. Proof of Concavity of sub-problem (a) of (P1-SC3) over P l 's
We rewrite the cost function of sub-problem (a), denoted as F, as:
